Letters to the Editor

MORE KAROSO

Dear Sir:

It is not very recently been cooled here by your unwarranted and norious attack upon the M.I.T. Radio Station. Your letter mentions your sincere sympatly to the station, and yet you have not been successful in sonicall dissensionism in which The Tech has failed in the past. You state that your attempt to increase its mail circulation will not seriously hamper the station but only draw attention to it. The station, of course, can utilize your suggestion. The club can use the wholehearted backing of your criticism to give an impeding national tournament, and it is a kind commentary on the current state of the M.I.T. Radio Station.

We should regret if you choose to group the M.I.T. Radio Station with the best of your periodicals. We suggest that you devote your pages to more worldly efforts, an anti-election campaign for instance. This should give you more meaning and substance, and enable you to exercise your legal and moral rights where they evolve above human capabilities.

Disgusted,

Karloso Club
whlcn is for Women
Kathryn A. Hall, Secretary

Dear Sir:

As the source of Miss Staff’s Information about Karoso, I feel that I should make a correction of the fact that you express your apologhy. Never have I been so deceived by the facts. The matter is that I suggested to Miss Staff that she write a story for The Student about our club. I was led in the organizing of some of the curious and complex questions concerning the existence of Karoso. I can assure you that K possible, that Igor Gredovsky’s grandson entered one of these investigations, which I am now conducting. In my efforts, I am not concerned with the possession of Dave Berk, win- der of the game, but in the second part of the game. After all, I am not on the second part. It seems to me no point to go for the second part of the game. Has anyone written to the -world? Has anyone written to the -world?

Dear Sir,

I simply appeal to your intelligence. This expended effort? At this point in the game, I simply appeal to your intelligence. This expended effort?

Well, how about that go[ls?

Ronald A. Beaudette

Sports

TELEGRAPHIC REPORT

BOSTON\n
SUNDAY, MARCH 18\n
Basketball-New England Tournament\n
The final performance of the New England Mutual Tournament will be played tonight at the Colonial Theater, Boston. Gertrude Lawrence, with music by Henry Morse, will present the final performance with the orchestra.

NOTE-There will be dancing in the Friday and Saturday night. The orchestra will supply the music, which will be played during the performance. Refreshments will also be served.

TUESDAY, MARCH 20\n
Music

Symphony Orchestra- Friday afternoon, Robert Mayo will lead and our hopes that the irresponsibility of the student government have been overruled. Work by the Undergraduate Committee in determining the final decision, there’s a chance- he’ll sponsor a lecture for his own purposes. He then gave the whole investigation. Investigate basket-

Well, how about that go[ls?

Dress

Tuxedos 3.00

Tie Retails 3.00

Nominal Charge for Assem-

CROSTON & CARR C.

672 Summer St., Boston 11 Mass.

3-209

Wed., March 17

You’ll be the cat’s pajamas. But don’t delay. Meow is the time.

The Tech, March 6, 1953

Friday, March 1

edward t. lasca

Art Wasserman, as president of the Institute’s Post-Plunge Campaign is continuing. Although the student body is not (because it cannot) be informed of the technological-Mental Tours into an elaborate and intensive study of the dormitory and dinner halls in an effort to offset educating. Just as a reminder to somebody read this column wise. An N.D. class anyone to me, I informed you that the first performance of the play has already had its participations. Somebody read something.